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‣ arguably the two top-most distinctive features 
of Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) 

‣ a typological focus 

‣ the theory was developed to fit the facts of a sample of 
morphosyntactically wildly distinct languages 

‣ universals of grammar are located, not in morphosyntactic 
form, but in patterns of the syntax-semantics interface

TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE
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‣ arguably the two top-most distinctive features 
of Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) (cont.)

4TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

“The specific questions which stimulated the development of Role and Reference Grammar [RRG] were, 
‘What would a linguistic theory look like if it were based on the analysis of languages with diverse 
structures, such as Lakhota, Tagalog, Dyirbal and Barai (Papua New Guinea), rather than on the 
analysis of English and similar languages?’, and ‘How can the interaction of syntax, semantics and 
pragmatics in different grammatical systems best be captured and explained?’ The two questions 
highlight the profound implications of the analysis of typologically diverse languages for the 
formulation of a linguistic theory, and they indicate that the resulting theory will be one in which 
semantics and pragmatics play significant roles. In other words, RRG is a theory of the syntax–
semantics–pragmatics interface. ’” (Van Valin 2023: 18; emphasis JB)



‣ building blocks of RRG  
as a theory of the syntax-semantics interface 

‣ sentences are licensed by a linking algorithm 

‣ which describes their form-to-meaning mapping

5TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

Figure 1.1. The role of the linking 
algorithm in the parallel 
architecture of RRG (Van Valin 2023: 1)

Figure 1.2. How the linking algorithm works: the jet 
perspective (Van Valin 2023: 97)



‣ building blocks of RRG  
as a theory of the syntax-semantics interface (cont.) 

‣ the linking algorithm makes reference to key elements 
of RRG’s theory of the syntax-semantics interface 

‣ the macro-role hierarchy 

‣ the layered structure of the clause (LSC) 

‣ a semantically “bootstrapped” 
syntactic architecture 

‣ the layers of which are defined 
in terms of communicative functions

6TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

Figure 1.3. The macro-role  
hierarchy (Van Valin 2023: 89)

Figure 1.4. The Layered  
Structure of the Clause  
schematically (Van Valin 2005: 4)



‣ the goal of the present study 

‣ an empirical test of the LSC 

‣ in one particular semantic domain: causation 

‣ the question: 

‣ Do causatives semantically cluster across languages 
around the three juncture layers 

‣ of nuclear-, core-, and clause-layer junctures?

7TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

Figure 1.5. The LSC and the juncture levels in the theory of 
clause combination (Van Valin 2023: 50)



‣ motivating the question 

‣ the layers of the LSC are semantically bootstrapped 

‣ nuclei are predicators 

‣ cores express predicate-argument combinations 

‣ clauses express propositions = objects of speech acts 

‣ as arguably reflected in the operator hierarchy 
(Bohnemeyer 2019) 

‣ this predicts a certain amount of crosslinguistic 
semantic uniformity associated with the layers

8TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)



‣ motivating the question (cont.) 

‣ these semantic profiles of the layers express themselves in 

‣ the operator hierarchy 

‣ the interclausal relations hierarchy

9TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

Figure 1.6. The LSC and the operator hierarchy  
(Van Valin 2023: 15)

Figure 1.7. The LSC and the interclausal  
relations hierarchy (Van Valin 2023: 68)



‣ causation as a test case  

‣ causal relations should be expressible at all layers 

‣ simplex and complex nuclei express causation 
as part of the meanings of lexical event descriptors 

(1.1) I fed John the cookies

10TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

Figure 1.8. French nuclear juncture causatives  
(Van Valin 2023: 191)



‣ causation as a test case (cont.) 

‣ causal relations should be expressible at all layers (cont.) 

‣ core-layer junctures express causation 
as part of complex event representations 

(1.2) I made John eat the cookies

11TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

(Van Valin 2005: 189)



‣ causation as a test case (cont.) 

‣ causal relations should be expressible at all layers (cont.) 

‣ clause—layer junctures express causation 
as a relation between propositions 

(1.3) a. The street is wet because it rained last night 
         a’. The rain caused the street to be wet 
         b. It must have rained last night, because the street is wet 
         b’. #The wetness of the street caused the rain last night 
         b’’. The wetness of the street makes me think that it rained last night 

‣ in principle, any given event can be framed at all three layers 

(1.4) [John is known to dislike cookies] 
         a. John ate the cookies because I intimidated him 
         b. I must have intimidated John, because he ate the cookies 
        

12TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)



‣ causation as a test case (cont.) 

‣ the predictions we tested: 

‣  causal relations can be expressed by 

‣ simplex nuclei and nuclear-layer junctures 

‣ core junctures 

‣ clause-layer junctures 

‣ but each of these construction types should be 
associated with a unique semantic profile 
        

13TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)



‣ history of research 

‣ 50 years of typological research on causatives  
has focused on the broad division of labor  

‣ between simple and complex causatives 

‣ particularly the iconicity it involves 
and the underlying causes of this iconicity 

‣ Bohnemeyer et al (2010); Comrie (1981); Dixon (2000); 
Haiman (1983); Haspelmath (2008); Kemmer & Verhagen 
(1994); Levin & Rappaport-Hovav (1995); Levshina (2015), 
(2016), (2017); McCawley (1976, 1978); Shibatani ed. (1976); 
Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002); Talmy (1976); Verhagen & 
Kemmer (1997); Wolff (2003); inter alia 

14TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)



‣ history of research (cont.) 

‣ simple ‘direct’ causal chains  
favor simple causative constructions 

(1.5)    Le=máak=o’    t-u=nik-ah                      le=bàaso-s-o’b=o’ 
YUC    DEF=person=D2  PRV-A3=scatter-CMP(B3SG)   DEF=cup-PL-PL=D2 
             ‘The man, he scattered the cups’ 

‣ more complex constructions/descriptions 
are preferred for more complex, ‘indirect’ chains 

(1.6)    a. #Le=x-ch’úupal=o’    t-u=nik-ah                                   le=bàaso-s-o’b=o’ 
YUC          DEF=female:child=D2   PRV-A3=shatter+slap-APP-CMP(B3SG)   DEF=cup-PL-PL=D2 
                   ‘The girl, she scattered the cups’ 

            b. Le=x-ch’úupal=o’         t-u=mèet-ah   
                     DEF=F-female:child=D2    PRV-A3=make-CMP(B3SG) 

                u=nik-ik      le=bàaso-o’b le=máak=o’ 
                A3=scatter-INC(B3SG)        DEF=cup-PL           DEF=person=D2 
                ‘The girl, she made the man scatter the cup’

15TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)

Figure 1.2. HO5_cuptower

Figure 1.3. HUO2_cups



‣ history of research (cont.) 

‣ mostly missing so far: a comprehensive typological examination of 
the causative ecology based on primary data 

‣ yielding a semantic map of the domain 
for each language 

‣ exceptions 

‣ Bohnemeyer et al. (2010) (pilot study, data from just four 
languages; highly unbalanced stimulus set) 

‣ Levshina (2022) (movie subtitle data from 22 languages (13 
Indo-European)) 

‣ our goal: contribute toward closing this gap 
based on a new methodology for semantic typology

16TESTING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE (CONT.)
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A NEW STUDY DESIGN FOR SEMANTIC TYPOLOGY

18

‣ a new approach

Figure 2.1. A hybrid study design for semantic typology



‣ advantages of this hybrid design type 

‣ vis-à-vis corpus studies 

‣ applicable to languages  
for which (large) corpora are unavailable 

‣ provides both positive and negative evidence 

‣ gives direct access to the scene being described 

‣ vis-à-vis traditional elicited production studies 
(the staple in contemporary semantic typology) 

‣ allows rapid data collection and analysis 
from a larger number of speakers 

‣ provides both positive and negative evidence

19A NEW STUDY DESIGN FOR SEMANTIC TYPOLOGY (CONT.)



‣ the rating scale 

‣ after some experimentation,  
we settled on a four-point qualitative scale 

‣ we trained the participants with the help of additional 
stimuli to distinguish among 

‣ ungrammatical utterances (1) 

‣ well-formed but inaccurate descriptions (2) 

‣ accurate but misleading descriptions (3) 

‣ accurate and appropriately informative descriptions (4)

20A NEW STUDY DESIGN FOR SEMANTIC TYPOLOGY (CONT.)
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VARIABLES AND STIMULI: THE CAL CLIPS
‣ variables that have been shown to impact 

causative choice

22

Figure 3.1. A multidimensional continuum model of causation directness



‣ design: E. Bellingham; J. Bohnemeyer 

‣ 58 short video clips featuring everyday causal chains 

‣ most staged/enacted, a few found on the internet 

‣ variables manipulated 

‣ causer (CR) type: volitional vs. accidental vs. force 

‣ causee (CE; = intermediate participant in the chain) type 

‣ volitional/controlled  

‣ vs. involuntary response to psychological impact  

‣ vs. involuntary response to mechanical impact  

‣ vs. no CE

23VARIABLES AND STIMULI: THE CAL CLIPS (CONT.)



‣ affectee (AF) type 

‣ volitional/controlled  

‣ vs. involuntary response to psychological impact  

‣ vs. involuntary response to mechanical impact  

‣ vs. physical object 

‣ resulting event type  
physical state change vs. location change vs. process 

‣ force dynamics 

‣ causation (43 core + 10 sup.) vs. letting (5 sup. scenes)

24VARIABLES AND STIMULI: THE CAL CLIPS (CONT.)



‣ stimuli: the CAL Clips (cont.) 

‣ examples 

‣ CR = force; CE = none; AF = mechanically impacted; 
resultant event = location change; FD = causation

25VARIABLES AND STIMULI: THE CAL CLIPS (CONT.)
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‣ stimuli: the CAL Clips (cont.) 

‣ examples (cont.) 

‣ CR = accidental; CE = volitional/controlled; AF = object; 
resultant event = location change; FD = letting

26VARIABLES AND STIMULI: THE CAL CLIPS (CONT.)
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‣ stimuli: the CAL Clips (cont.) 

‣ examples (cont.) 

‣ CR = volitional; CE = psychologically impacted; AF = 
object; resultant event = physical change; FD = letting

27VARIABLES AND STIMULI: THE CAL CLIPS (CONT.)
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‣ stimuli: the CAL Clips (cont.) 

‣ examples (cont.) 

‣ CR = volitional; CE = volitional/controlled; AF = object; 
resultant event = process; FD = causation

28VARIABLES AND STIMULI: THE CAL CLIPS (CONT.)
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THE LANGUAGE SAMPLE
‣ the languages from which data has been collected for the 

Semantic Typology subproject so far

30

Figure 4.1. The current sample of the CAL Semantic Typology subproject  
(widgets marking approximate field sites) 



‣ populations and researchers  

‣

31THE LANGUAGE SAMPLE (CONT.)

Table 4.1. The current sam
ple  

of the CAL Sem
antic Typology  

subproject



‣ causative expressions included in the analysis

32THE LANGUAGE SAMPLE (CONT.)

Table 4.2. Causative coding devices in the sample languages that were included in the analysis
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THE CLUSTER ANALYSIS
‣ this and the following analyses are based  

on data from the 43 core scenes of the CAL Clips 

‣ for each language-specific response type (RT, i.e., causative 
construction type), a rating vector was calculated 

‣ one dimension per stimulus clip 

‣ coordinates represent the proportion of speakers 
who rated the stimulus description acceptable for the clip 

‣ i.e., well-formed, accurate,  
and appropriately informative 

‣ where multiple descriptions were tested for a given RT, the ratio 
was incremented if a least one description was rated acceptable

34



▸ a cluster analysis was performed over all 60 RT vectors

35THE CLUSTER ANALYSIS (CONT.)

Figure 5.1. Heat map  
and cluster dendrogram  
of the rating vectors  
associated with the 60 
language-specific  
response types (RTs)  
included in the analysis  
(x-axis: stimulus clips;  
y-axis: language-specific RTs)



▸ discussion 

▸ the rating vectors solely reflect the acceptability ratings 

▸ the model had no access  
to morphosyntactic information 

▸ remarkably, the model nevertheless was able to group 

▸ nuclear-layer = lexical and  
not fully productive morphological causatives 

▸ core junctures: periphrastic (= analytical/syntactic)  
and fully productive morphological causatives 

▸ clause-layer causatives: adverbial modifier constructions 
such as causal clause and converb constructions 

▸ suggesting that each construction type  
has a unique semantic/pragmatic profile 

36THE CLUSTER ANALYSIS (CONT.)



▸ discussion: a mismatch 

▸ fully productive morphological causatives  
such as those of Chuvash, Japanese, and Urdu 

▸ behave semantically and pragmatically  
like periphrastic causatives in other languages  

▸ confirming Shibatani (1973) 

▸ to treat these as core junctures in RRG 

▸ one would have to assume  
that the causative affix introduces its own core 

▸ not merely a nucleus,  
as in a complex predicate analysis! 

▸ problem: this would be a core  
that does not admit its own operators and modifiers 

▸

37CLUSTER ANALYSIS (CONT.)



▸ discussion: more mismatches 

▸ ‘non-sentential causer adverbials’ (English, Sidaama, 
Urdu) pattern with core junctures 

(5.1) Non-sentential causer adjuncts: pattern w/ core junctures 
         The man knocked over the cups because of the woman 

(5.2) Non-sentential cause adjuncts: pattern w/ clause junctures 
         The man knocked over the cups because of the woman’s scream 

▸ it seems plausible that the PP in (5.1) 

▸ is a core modifier 

▸ whereas the one in (5.2) is a clausal modifier 

38CLUSTER ANALYSIS (CONT.)



▸ discussion: more mismatches (cont.) 

▸ light verb constructions in Urdu and “compact” 
causatives in Sidaama pattern with core junctures 

▸ compact causatives = lexical or not-fully-
productive morphological causatives 

▸ likely explanation: 
low acceptability across the board 

▸ Mandarin periphrastic causatives  
pattern with clause-layer junctures 

▸ likely explanation: 
high acceptability across the board

39CLUSTER ANALYSIS (CONT.)
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FURTHER ANALYSES
‣ so each type of causative construction has a distinctive 

semantic profile depending on its juncture level 

‣ but what exactly are these unique profiles? 

‣ answering this question  
requires the application of predictive models 

‣ which are able to discern  
the effects of the various semantic predictor variables

41



‣ not all semantic predictor variable level combinations could be 
instantiated with equal frequency in the CAL Clips 

‣ so to discover the effects of the predictor variables, we used machine 
learning classifiers instead of regression models 

‣ all nuclear-layer causatives except for the fully productive morphological 
causatives showed a single rating maximum involving  

‣ absence of mediation  
(no intervening subevents or participants) 

‣ affectees/patients with no control over the caused event 

‣ intentional causers 

‣ as predicted by the literature

42FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)



▸ example: English

43FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)

Figure 6.1. Conditional inference tree and variable importance plot based on a random forest 
model of the English ‘compact’ causative construction (i.e., base-transitive causative verbs). (AHCr - 
Accidental human causer; ContrHCEAF - Causee/affectee with control over the caused event; 
InanCEAF - Inanimate causee/affectee; NFCr - Natural force causer; PhysImpHCEAF - Physically 
impacted causee/affectee; IHCr - Intentional human causer; PsychImpHCEAF - Psychologically 
impacted causee/affectee)



▸ mediation proved generally the top variable  
for nuclear-layer causatives 

▸ one exception: ergative-marked causer NPs entail or 
implicate intentionality with nuclear Urdu causatives 

44FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)

Figure 6.2. Conditional inference tree and variable importance plot based on a random forest model of the 
Urdu light verb construction with ergative causer NP. (IHCr - Intentional human causer; InanCEAF - Inanimate 
causee/affectee; AHCr - Accidental human causer; ContrHCEAF - Causee/affectee with control over the caused 
event; NFCr - Natural force causer; PhysImpHCEAF - Physically impacted causee/affectee; PsychImpHCEAF - 
Psychologically impacted causee/affectee)



‣ the surprise: the semantic prototypes of complex causatives 
aren’t simply complementary to those of compact causatives 
‣ core-layer causatives in particular often show multiple 

discrete prototypes, one of which involves natural forces 
‣ example: Zauzou (Loloish, Yunan Province, PRC)

45FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)

Rating maximum I: 
Intentional causer 
and controlled 
causee/affectee

Rating maximum II: 
Natural force causer

Figure 6.3. Conditional inference tree and variable importance plot based on a random forest model of the 
Zauzou periphrastic causative construction. (ContrHCEAF - Causee/affectee with control over the caused event; 
IHCr - Intentional human causer; NFCr - Natural force causer; AHCr - Accidental human causer; InanCEAF - 
Inanimate causee/affectee; PhysImpHCEAF - Physically impacted causee/affectee; PsychImpHCEAF - 
Psychologically impacted causee/affectee)



▸ overall, of 11 periphrastic causative constructions 

▸ 6 show evidence of multiple prototypes 

▸ 7 show evidence of natural force causer prototypes 

▸ in contrast, the fully productive morphological causatives 
of Japanese and Urdu show a single prototype 

▸ involving mediation and intentional causers 

▸ the fully-productive morphological causative of 
Chuvash elicited low acceptability across the board

46FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)



‣ to assess inter-speaker variation, we computed separate 
rating vectors for each participant and response type 

‣ and generated multi-dimensional scaling plots of their 
Hamming distances by language

47

Figure 6.4. Plotting the first two dimensions of a multi-dimensional scaling model of the rating vectors 
by participant and response type for Chuvash, English, and Ewe

FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)



▸ in every language,  
inter-speaker variation is minimal with nuclear causatives  

▸ except for the fully productive morphological ones 

▸ and maximal with core-layer  
and fully productive morphological causatives

48FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)

Figure 6.5. Plotting the first two dimensions of a multi-dimensional scaling model of the rating vectors 
by participant and response type for Japanese, Korean, and Mandarin



▸ discussion 

▸ inter-speaker agreement with nuclear-layer causatives 
is consistent with them having unique prototypes 

49FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)

Figure 6.6. Plotting the first two dimensions of a multi-dimensional scaling model of the rating vectors 
by participant and response type for Russian, Sidaama, and Spanish



▸ discussion (cont.) 

▸ clause-layer causatives show relatively high 
acceptability across the board 

50FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)

Figure 6.7. Plotting the first two dimensions of a multi-dimensional scaling model of the rating vectors 
by participant and response type for Swedish, Urdu, and Yucatec



▸ discussion (cont.) 

▸ intermediate-complexity constructions  
are “caught in the middle” 

▸ lacking both unique semantic prototypes 
and across-the-board acceptability 

51FURTHER ANALYSES (CONT.)

Figure 6.8. Plotting the first two dimensions  
of a multi-dimensional scaling model  
of the rating vectors 
by participant and response type for Zauzou

Figure 6.9. Plotting the standard deviation 
of the first and second dimension of a  
multi-dimensional scaling model  of the rating vectors 
by response type (labels) and language (colors)
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IMPLICATIONS FOR RRG

▸ nuclear-layer causatives, core-layer causatives,  
and clause-layer causatives 

▸ are each associated with a unique semantic profile 
across languages 

▸ this supports a core tenet of RRG: 

▸ the view that the LSC is part of the syntax-semantics 
interface and its layers are semantically “bootstrapped” 

▸ i.e. defined in terms of the communicative functions 
they (prototypically?) serve to perform 

▸ cf. also Bohnemeyer & Van Valin (2017)
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▸ the profiles

54IMPLICATIONS FOR RRG (CONT.)

Table 7.1. Summary of the semantic profiles associated with causatives at different LSC layers



▸ mismatches 

▸ fully productive morphological causatives  
pattern with periphrastic causatives 

▸ in that they can express indirect causation 

▸ one could accommodate this finding by positing 
a separate core introduced by the causative morpheme 

▸ perhaps more plausibly, one might attribute  
the mismatch to a limitation of the test 

▸ it does not seem “reasonable” to expect the layers to 
be semantically uniform in every respect 

▸ but this in turn does perhaps support  
a prototype view of their semantics?

55IMPLICATIONS FOR RRG (CONT.)



▸ further mismatches 

▸ a few individual language-specific constructions pattern 
semantically against their morphosyntactic analysis 

▸ this kind of variation can be attributed to semantic/
pragmatic “ecology” of the causative domain 

▸ in each individual language 

▸ e.g., to frequency effects 

▸ all of these mismatches can be viewed  
as limitations of the method we used 

▸ or alternatively as support for a prototype view 
of the semantics of the LSC layers

56IMPLICATIONS FOR RRG (CONT.)
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